
What truly defines an artist in the modern era? Across an otherwise calm landscape of 
replicas, there are rare artists that embody enigmas, and those who break the norms. 
These are the mountains on the horizon. 

MinerboyVC W.B.G is one of those rare artists. A mountain of the hip-hop world. Breaking 
norms and enticing audiences.

Multi-talented and citing a plethora of musical influences, MinerboyVC W.B.G’s breakout 
powerful style, positive vibes, and cuttingly honest lyrics blend with his fiercely smooth 
personality and relatable music arsenal. Challenging the norm, and slaughtering the status 
quo, MinerboyVC WGB is here to inspire, comfort, and spread love and joy to those who 
need it most. Packing hard with experience, life lessons, and rich stories, this musician is 
right at home connecting with his audience through rhyme and beats. With his smooth 
tunes booming down the streets, or up close and personal in your headphones, kick back 
and listen to a master of the craft weave a rich journey of sound for you.

Born Marcus Miner in Chicago, Illinois, then raised in Gary, Indiana, MinerboyVC W.B.G lists 
his cousin, Ramon, and his Grandfathers Reynard Miner and Willie Henderson as chief 
musical influences. With a rich musical legacy to draw inspiration from, his family line has 
hits dating past the 70s. Now with MinerboyVC W.B.G next in line to the throne, the family 
musical treasure horde keeps on growing.

One-third of the Hip Hop Group MBG, (Miner Boy Gang) MinerboyVC W.B.G is here to push 
the boundaries of hip-hop, solo or and in collaboration. With a diverse approach to his 
music, this artist is here to inspire, and drive us to introspective conversations. In his own 
words;

“It’s the music that might not change the world. But It can change the people in the world.”
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